New Hampshire’s trafficking in persons law criminalizes the sex trafficking of minors and does not require that force, fraud or coercion is used when children are the victims. Buyers cannot be prosecuted under the human trafficking law and CSEC laws do not make it a crime to buy sex with a minor, leaving limited options to combat demand.

### Criminalization of Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking

New Hampshire’s trafficking in persons law includes sex trafficking and does not require proof that force, fraud or coercion was used to compel a minor victim to engage in commercial sex acts. The state has two commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) laws: prostitution and related offenses involving a minor and computer pornography. The prostitution and related offenses law references the trafficking in persons statute to provide trafficking victims an affirmative defense to prostitution charges. Crimes committed as gang activities can result in penalty enhancements, but New Hampshire has not enacted a racketeering law, leaving the state without a tool that could be used to prosecute sex trafficking enterprises.

### Criminal Provisions Addressing Demand

The state trafficking in persons law cannot be applied to buyers. CSEC laws do not include the crime of purchasing commercial sex with a minor, and solicitation laws do not distinguish between purchasing commercial sex acts with an adult versus a minor. While the prostitution and related offenses law provides heightened penalties when minors are victimized through certain actions in the statute, this heightened penalty does not apply to buying sex with a minor. The computer pornography law establishes a separate crime for buying or receiving information about a minor to solicit sexual conduct with a child. Though not mandatory, buyers convicted of other crimes may be required to pay restitution to the victim. Buyers of sex with minors must register as sex offenders if convicted of prostitution and related offenses, computer pornography, or possessing child pornography.

### Criminal Provisions for Traffickers

Trafficking in persons where the victim is under 18 is a felony punishable by 7–30 years’ imprisonment, and a possible fine up to $4,000 ($100,000 for corporations), or double the amount of the defendant’s gain from the crime. The CSEC offenses of prostitution and related offenses and computer pornography are felonies punishable by up to 7 years imprisonment and possible fines up to $4,000 for double the amount of gain received by the trafficker. Creating and distributing child pornography are felonies punishable by 15–30 and 10–20 years imprisonment, respectively, and possible fines up to $4,000 or double the amount of any gain received. Traffickers convicted of trafficking in persons must pay the victim restitution and are subject to asset forfeiture. Though not mandatory, traffickers convicted of other crimes may be required to make restitution. The computer pornography law establishes a separate crime for buying or receiving information about a minor to solicit sexual conduct with a child. Traffickers convicted of trafficking in persons must pay the victim restitution and are subject to asset forfeiture. Though not mandatory, traffickers convicted of other crimes may be required to make restitution. The computer pornography law establishes a separate crime for buying or receiving information about a minor to solicit sexual conduct with a child. Traffickers must register as sex offenders if convicted of prostitution and related offenses, computer pornography, or creating or distributing child pornography, but not if convicted of trafficking in persons. Convictions for trafficking in persons or CSEC offenses do not establish grounds for termination of parental rights.

### Demand | Selected Commercial Sex Crimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime (name of law abridged)</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Fine</th>
<th>Asset Forfeiture (available)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prostitution and related offenses ($645:2(I)(a))</td>
<td>Class B misdemeanor</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Max. $1,200</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of Child Sexual Abuse Images ($649-A:3)</td>
<td>Class A felony</td>
<td>Max. 15 years</td>
<td>Max. $4,000</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All criminal penalties are statutory; many states also have sentencing guidelines that are not codified which affect sentencing.
TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS DOES NOT INCLUDE THE CRIME OF ASSISTING, ENABLING, OR FINANCIALLY BENEFITTING FROM SEX TRAFFICKING. THE CSEC CRIME OF PROSTITUTION AND RELATED OFFENSES APPLIES TO FACILITATORS WHO TRANSPORT A CHILD WITH THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING PROSTITUTION OR KNOWINGLY PERMIT A PLACE UNDER THE FACILITATOR'S CONTROL TO BE USED FOR PROSTITUTION. PROSTITUTION AND RELATED OFFENSES IS PUNISHABLE AS A FELONY BY UP TO 7 YEARS IMPRISONMENT AND A POSSIBLE FINE UP TO $4,000, OR DOUBLE THE AMOUNT OF ANY GAIN RECEIVED BY THE FACILITATOR. FACILITATORS CONVICTED OF ANY CRIME MAY BE REQUIRED TO MAKE RESTITUTION, BUT WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ASSET FORFEITURE, UNLESS CONVICTED OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS. SELLING CHILD PORNOGRAPHY IS PUNISHABLE BY 10–20 YEARS IMPRISONMENT AND A POSSIBLE FINE UP TO $4,000, OR DOUBLE THE AMOUNT OF ANY GAIN RECEIVED BY THE FACILITATOR.

NO LAWS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE ADDRESS SEX TOURISM.

NEW HAMPSHIRE LAW DOES NOT MANDATE OR AUTHORIZE TRAINING ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING OR DOMESTIC MINOR SEX TRAFFICKING. SINGLE PARTY CONSENT TO AUDIOTAPING IS NOT ALLOWED, AND WIRETAPING IS ONLY ALLOWED FOR THE CSEC OFFENSE OF COMPUTER PORNOGRAPHY, DENYING LAW ENFORCEMENT CRITICAL TOOLS IN INVESTIGATION AND EVIDENCE GATHERING. NO LAWS EXPRESSLY AUTHORIZE THE USE OF A DECOY IN INVESTIGATING PROSTITUTION OF MINORS THROUGH REVERSE STINGS. LAW ENFORCEMENT MAY UTILIZE THE INTERNET TO INVESTIGATE CSEC OFFENSES RELYING ON THE LAW OF CERTAIN USES OF COMPUTER SERVICES PROHIBITED, WHICH CRIMINALIZES USING THE INTERNET TO COMMIT A SEX OFFENSE. NEW HAMPSHIRE HAS ESTABLISHED A STATEWIDE REPORTING AND RESPONSE SYSTEM FOR MISSING CHILDREN AND REQUIRES THE REPORTING OF MISSING AND LOCATED CHILDREN.

TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS AND CSEC LAWS PROHIBIT A DEFENSE BASED ON CONSENT OF THE MINOR, PREVENTING THIS FROM BECOMING A POSSIBLE ISSUE IN A VICTIM'S PURSUIT OF JUSTICE. A MINOR UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE CANNOT BE ARRESTED AND CHARGED WITH PROSTITUTION, HOWEVER SPECIALIZED SERVICES FOR MINOR VICTIMS ARE NOT PROVIDED BY STATUTE. FOR PURPOSES OF.child welfare intervention, an “abused child” includes one sexually exploited through prostitution or child pornography; however, the state's child welfare statutes do not define caregiver to include a person with custody or control over a child, potentially leaving non-familial trafficking cases outside of the jurisdiction of child protective services. Crime victims' compensation is available for victims of CSEC offenses; however, several ineligibility requirements limit CSEC victim's ability to recover, including a bar to recovery when contributory fault leads to the injuries and a requirement to file a claim within two years, unless good cause is shown. Some victim-friendly trial procedures are available to trafficking victims. These include a prohibition on admitting evidence of a trafficking victim's prior personal or commercial sexual activity, and videotaped testimony for crime victims or witnesses under 16. Juvenile records are kept confidential and upon the person's 21st birthday will be closed and placed in an inactive file, but not expunged. Offenders convicted of trafficking in persons are required to pay victim's restitution and offenders convicted of other offenses may be ordered to pay restitution. Civil remedies are specifically provided for trafficking in persons offenses, but not CSEC offenses. Prosecution for trafficking in persons must be brought within 20 years of the minor turning eighteen, and felony CSEC laws must be brought within six years of the crime. The statute of limitations for civil cases is only extended for minor victims of certain crimes, not including trafficking in persons or CSEC.